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A fast-paced account of the year Clara Parkes spent transforming a 676-pound bale of fleece

into saleable yarn, and the people and vanishing industry she discovered along the way Join

Clara Parkes on a cross-country adventure and meet a cast of characters that includes the

shepherds, dyers, and countless workers without whom our knitting needles would be empty,

our mills idle, and our feet woefully cold. Travel the country with her as she meets a flock of

Saxon Merino sheep in upstate New York, tours a scouring plant in Texas, visits a steamy

Maine dyehouse, helps sort freshly shorn wool on a working farm, and learns how wool fleece

is measured, baled, shipped, and turned into skeins. In pursuit of the perfect yarn, Parkes

describes a brush with the dangers of opening a bale (they can explode), and her adventures

from Maine to Wisconsin (“the most knitterly state”) and back again; along the way, she

presents a behind-the-scenes look at the spinners, scourers, genius inventors, and crazy-

complex mill machines that populate the yarn-making industry. By the end of the book, you’ll be

ready to set aside the backyard chickens and add a flock of sheep instead. Simply put, no

other book exists that explores American culture through the lens of wool. 
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TermsINTRODUCTIONGIRL MEETS BALERhinebeck, New York. A series of debacles had left

me at a daylong signing at one of the country’s biggest sheep and wool festivals, all doped-up

on migraine meds and with my underwear on backward. Let’s just say I was not at my best.

Late in the afternoon, I noticed a tall, distinguished-looking man standing a few paces away

from my table. I assumed he was waiting for one of the people in line, but when the line

disappeared he still stood there, studying me with an inscrutable smile. Finally he approached

and held out his hand. “My name is Eugene Wyatt,” he said. “I raise the largest flock of

purebred Saxon Merino sheep in the United States.”My heart skipped a beat. I’d made a life out

of traveling the world in search of noteworthy farms, flocks, and people to write about. Here I’d

hit the jackpot. Eugene had eyes the color of a Swiss lake, crisp and piercing. He wore a barn

jacket that had clearly seen the inside of a barn, with scratches and stains that added to his

rugged mystique. He could’ve easily been Robert Redford’s older brother. He had that

presence about him.We immediately got to talking. Talk turned to correspondence, which

turned to a friendship of mutual respect that endured for years. When I began investigating

making a line of yarn for a national company, Eugene was the first person I asked for fiber. He

asked smart, tough questions that made it clear the business move wasn’t in my best interest. I

canceled the yarn line, but I kept Eugene’s wool in the back of my mind. Surely there had to be

a way we could work together?About a year later, the email came. He filled me in on how

shearing and lambing had gone and how his wool had performed at the lab. Every year he sent

samples to the Yocom-McColl Wool Testing Lab in Denver for analysis. It’s the last independent

commercial lab of its kind in the United States, still operated by its founder and now-

octogenarian Angus McColl. Using high-tech equipment, Angus’s team measures things like

average fiber length, strength, curvature, cleanliness, and diameter. That last one is measured

in microns, or millionths of a meter. Most “fine” Merino wool falls between 18.6 and 19.5

microns, while human hair averages 75 microns and cashmere ranges from 14 to 19 microns.

That year, Eugene’s clip was trending between 17.4 and 18.7 microns—on the finest end of

Merino and squarely in the range of cashmere. He was pleased.I’d gotten similar emails from

him before, but this time, he added a curious paragraph at the end:“Also, I wonder where you

are concerning the yarn project we spoke about a year or so ago. The reason I’m asking is that



I have a 676-pound bale of scoured Saxon Merino wool. Right now it’s more than I

need . . .”Eugene always chose his words very carefully. He didn’t leave an ellipsis because

he’d forgotten what else he wanted to say. He’d left me an invitation. Could I think of any fitting

use for that bale? Such an amount of wool, 676 pounds, is tricky. It’s not enough to start a yarn

company or even, for that matter, a yarn line. But it’s way more than any reasonable human

being needs for her own personal pleasure. (I’ll let you debate what constitutes

“reasonable.”)Still, the question remained: What could I do with it?A crazy idea began to form in

my head. An epic, exciting, terrifying idea. Before I could stop it, all the details were there. I

knew exactly what I could do with that bale.The entire project landed in my lap like a fully

decorated cake tossed from a moving car. I grabbed it instinctively before my brain had a

chance to talk me out of it. But instead of a cake, it was a 676-pound bale of wool. I spent the

next ten months trying to persuade myself it was a bad idea, trying to avoid thinking about it,

trying to pretend I had a choice in the matter. But in my heart of hearts I’d already committed.

My fate was sealed; the bale was a done deal.As crude oil ships by the barrel and apples by

the peck, wool moves about in bales. Measuring the approximate size of a claw-foot bathtub

and weighing two-thirds the weight of a grand piano, a bale contains billions of tightly

compressed wool fibers held in place with taut steel wires and wrapped with a thick coat of

plastic. You can’t move one without the aid of a pallet jack, a forklift, or at least three

professional weight lifters. A bale is a presence and a commitment.Most normal people would,

upon being offered a chance to purchase an entire bale of wool, likely respond with a polite, if

not somewhat confused, “No thank you.” Unless you operate your own ready-to-wear clothing

line, you probably don’t need enough wool to make 170 blankets, or 650 sweaters, or 1,500

pairs of socks. Especially if the wool hasn’t even been spun into yarn yet.But this was no

ordinary bale. Eugene had spent more than thirty years tirelessly breeding and culling his flock

to refine the bloodline of this rare, prized strain of Merino sheep whose wool is as fine as

cashmere. That single bale represented a year’s worth of work for my farmer friend. He could

have easily sold it for twice what he was quoting me. Or he could’ve used it to make more of

his own yarn that he sold at New York’s Union Square Greenmarket every Saturday. But for

reasons unknown to me at the time, Eugene wanted me—a person who only writes about yarn

and has no manufacturing experience whatsoever—to have it.Since 2000, I’d had a successful

career as the world’s first and probably only professional yarn critic. I got to teach and write

articles, to be on the radio and TV, and to write books. By the time Eugene’s bale came into my

life, I’d been doing the same thing, chewing the same cud, for thirteen years. Maybe Eugene

saw it first, but I soon realized it myself: My interest was starting to wane. Everything began to

look the same; every story seemed to be repetitive. I was having a harder and harder time

summoning enthusiasm for my subject. I felt like I was on the verge of coasting, just slicing and

dicing the same bit of knowledge in as many permutations as possible to make it interesting to

me again, as well as to my readers. Turn passion into a profession and the spark inevitably

fades, I figured. I plodded on.It didn’t help that nine-tenths of the world already thought my job

was a joke. Knitting is laden with so many cultural stereotypes that the notion of someone

making a full-time career out of reviewing yarn made most people laugh and say, “No,

seriously, what do you do?” When I’d say I’d been doing it for more than a decade, they usually

backed away.But as soon as the bale appeared, I had a vision for something completely

different—and it filled me with excitement and fear. Since the whole thing felt as outlandishly

epic as Ahab’s quest for the great white whale in Moby-Dick, I began calling this my “great

white bale.” Only I was Ishmael, the book’s narrator who’d never been on a whaling ship before.

I’d sailed the seven seas of yarn, but never as a manufacturer.I would buy that bale and use it



to walk through the steps that commercial yarn companies take every time they make yarn in

the United States. Not just any yarn, but good yarn—and I would do this not as a critic, but as a

customer. How better to appreciate other people’s work than by walking in their shoes?After

some calculations based on very little actual fact, I figured I could divvy up the bale into four

batches. Each batch would go to a different kind of mill, with its own processing technique and

equipment. I could even bring color into the equation and try out the fibers on different types of

dyes and dyers. I’d been wanting to go back to school, and here it was, an accelerated

master’s degree program in yarn making. I’d give it a year.My curriculum would follow the life

cycle of wool yarn, from shearing and scouring to spinning and dyeing. I’d find the weak spots,

the places where things tend to go wrong—and I’d learn how to avoid them. And perhaps, just

perhaps, I’d have more understanding and appreciation for the people who are trying to do this

for a living.I looked into whether I could expand the curriculum higher in the food chain and

manufacture actual goods with my wool. But I quickly learned that what seemed daunting to

me (my 676 pounds of wool) wasn’t nearly enough fiber for any manufacturing endeavor

beyond, say, hand-crocheted amigurumi kitten key chains. And it certainly wouldn’t be enough

to launch my own ready-to-wear line. (Which is good because I never know what to wear

anyway.) I’d take it as far as yarn and let others make of it what they may.Even at the price

Eugene quoted me, this yarn degree would not come cheap. Lacking a conventional student

loan option for my self-made master’s degree, I had another idea: What if I opened up this

project to other people, for both the risks and the rewards? What if I sold them a seat on my

bus? Adventures are far more fun in the company of good people, and these would be my

people. I’d share every step of the process in words and photos and videos in a password-

protected bunker online called, fittingly, the Great White Bale.I gave people two “seating”

options on this adventure. The Armchair Travelers got the most affordable seats with great big

windows so they could follow along online. A smaller group of Explorers paid more and

received souvenirs, by which I mean the skeins of yarn from each mill adventure. This option

added a sort of scratch-and-sniff component to the program, and it kept me from ending up

with more yarn than I could ever use in my lifetime. By the end of the year, we’d all emerge with

newly minted Master’s of Yarn-Making degrees. It was crowdfunded education at its very best.I

suspect part of me knew I needed other people to keep me accountable, lest I chicken out at

the very first phone call and end up with an unused bale of wool in my barn—right next to the

boxes of knitting-themed notecards I used to sell, the exercise bike I used to ride, and the sign

from my store (Clara’s Window) that I ran for three years and that, in actual fact, had two

windows. I am nothing if not full of ideas. It’s the maintenance that trips me up. But perhaps if I

knew a thousand people were watching my every move, it wouldn’t.My timing was good.

Curiosity about the American textiles industry was on the rise, and small-batch, breed-specific

yarns-with-stories were gaining greater acceptance. Knitters were starting to sniff out yarns

from smaller sources, even if they cost more—and consumers, too, were gladly adding a few

bucks to the bill for a pair of wool socks entirely grown in this country. After so many years of

fetishizing farmers’ markets and free-range everything, the general public was finally catching

on that what we put on our bodies is just as important as what we put in them.Within a matter

of hours of announcing it, all of the Explorer spots in my Great White Bale project were taken

and hundreds of Armchair Travelers had signed up. Like that, the project was funded. I was

stunned. It seemed that many people were eager to follow along and learn something new.

They trusted me not to disappear with their money halfway through the project, as a few others

had already done in the knitting world. Or maybe they were betting on a ringside seat to a

catastrophic failure that would force me to fake my own death on social media just to escape



the pitchforks? I’ll never be sure. All I knew was that this crazy thing was really

happening.Everything about this was miles beyond my comfort zone, and I liked the degree of

fear it sparked in me. I’d never actually seen a bale of wool up close, much less approached a

commercial mill about making yarn. I didn’t even know how I’d get the bale shipped to me, or

where I’d store it. (My long-suffering partner, Clare, had already declared the barn off-limits.) I

just knew that if I didn’t give this a try, if I didn’t scratch this itch, I was on the fast track to

becoming that bored restaurant critic who can’t even boil an egg at home.Over the next twelve

months, the journey would take me on thirty-four takeoffs and landings and along 1,590 miles

driven in eight rental cars. I traveled from Maine to California, Texas, New York, Massachusetts,

Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Virginia. The actual order of events didn’t always follow a

straight line, so, for the sake of clarity, I’ve adjusted the chronology here to match the natural

life cycle of wool fibers. We go from shearing on the farm to washing at a steamy scouring

plant, from opening the bale to shipping batches of wool to four different mills that had agreed

to take on what I didn’t realize until later was an absurdly demanding proposition. Color entered

the picture too, with explorations in natural dye, hand-dyeing with acid dyes, and large-scale

commercial dyeing.More than just admiring the machinery and fondling the finished product, I

met the people doing this work. And that turned out to be the most important aspect of the

whole experience. Their stories ran the gamut from heartbreaking to life-affirming, and they

painted an overarching picture of an industry and way of life that have been hard-hit but refuse

to die. I witnessed, on a profound level, what’s at stake and how much all of this matters.At a

time when other industries seem eager to build walls around their work to keep prying eyes

out, I encountered nothing but generosity and kindness. People were hungry to tell me about

their work, to explain things as many times as it took, and to help me along on my way. I

learned the power of asking for help—and accepting it—and I emerged with a keen

appreciation not just for the work, but for the people still doing it.What follows isn’t a manual on

how to make yarn, although you’ll certainly get some pointers. I like to think of it as a portrait of

an extraordinary slice of American life. It’s a tribute to the skill, energy, sacrifice, and optimism

of the few people who are still moving forward a domestic industry that globalization has done

its best to destroy. And it’s the story of what can happen when you take a risk and try

something new.The story belongs as much to America’s sheep ranchers and shearers and

textile workers as it does me. May it inspire you to think about wool a little differently, and to

step outside of your own comfort zone and catch a few cakes yourself.CHAPTER 1WOOL

HARVESTCheck Eugene Wyatt’s calendar on any given year and you’ll find a giant X on the

first Monday in March. That’s when a crew arrives to this sheep farm in New York State for the

annual rite of shearing. Depending on the year, Eugene will have upward of five hundred sheep

to be shorn. The whole process takes as long as three days to complete. Eugene times

everything else in his year around this date, and it’s one that cannot be missed. Just a few

weeks later, the ewes will begin delivering their lambs, and all coats must be off before that

happens.I’m here to touch raw Saxon Merino wool on the hoof and meet the sheep and people

behind it. This is my Michael Pollan moment, but instead of partaking in, say, the slaughter of a

pig, I’m visiting the farm where the wool in my bale came from, watching the sheep get shorn,

and better getting to know Eugene, the remarkable shepherd of this equally remarkable

flock.Sheep didn’t always need our help removing their coats. They used to shed each spring,

leaving tufts of wool snagged on bushes and fence posts and in the grabby hands of the

humans tending them (the latter being a process called “rooing”). For more than ten thousand

years, sheep offered a one-stop haberdashery for all our needs. Lacking the distraction of cell

phones or social media, we had plenty of time to separate out each kind of fiber by hand for its



optimal application. Short tender fibers went in the next-to-skin pile while long pointy ones went

in the durable goods basket, not to mention all the various shades of brown, tan, gray, and

black that were further sorted for colorwork.All that came to a halt at the onset of the Industrial

Revolution, which conveniently coincided with the rise of selective breeding as a scientific

practice. You’d think we would’ve caught on sooner, but it wasn’t until the mid-1700s, boosted

by a British agriculturalist named Robert Bakewell, that we realized we could change what was

born by simply choosing which animals were allowed to breed. Random tendencies, if carefully

bred from generation to generation, could eventually become the norm. We were rolling up our

sleeves and playing Darwin (who was inspired by Bakewell), but it wasn’t always the fittest that

ended up surviving. Often, it was the most desirable.By the late 1700s, we no longer valued

different textures and colors as much. We wanted one thing: brilliant, fine, white wool. We also

wanted to be in control of when the wool came off the sheep. For the most part we succeeded.

Modern sheep breeds have coats that are bright, fine, and uniform, and they come off only

when we say so. Which, in Eugene’s case, is always that first Monday in March.Eugene’s farm

is in Goshen, New York, a sleepy hamlet some sixty miles north of Manhattan. Settled in 1714,

it now boasts one chain hotel, seven pizza restaurants, a diner, and a town square that’s

actually a triangle. Its architectural claim to fame is the Orange County Government Center, a

crazy, boxy, iconically Brutalist jumble of glass and concrete that was somehow permitted to be

built in 1967 and that the locals have been trying to demolish ever since. They finally reached a

compromise. By the time you read this, some of the much-contested structure will have been

relegated to the history books.Eugene rents 140 acres with several outbuildings from a farmer

south of town. He pays rent on part of the property, and the farmer grows hay on the rest—

which Eugene then buys back for his flock in eight-hundred-pound bales, fourteen per week, at

$38 apiece. It’s a complicated form of extra rent he finds both convenient and ironic, since the

hay fields are fertilized by his sheep.I’d driven down the night before and was lingering over

breakfast and a dull mug of coffee at the Goshen Plaza Diner when the insecurities began to

hit. Visiting Eugene on his home turf had seemed like a great idea. But as I drove the quiet

country roads out of town, my crisis of confidence deepened. I’d built up quite the illusions

about him and his flock by then, and I felt so sure my image was right, I’d bet my reputation on

it. What if I was wrong? What if I’d misread him completely and his place was a disaster, the

animals were living in filth, and he had naked-lady mudflaps on his truck? I could coach myself

through that worry well enough. But what if my questions came off as naive and he regretted

ever offering me his fibers? My god, what if he was the one who’d built up grand expectations

about me that I couldn’t possibly fulfill? My Michael Pollan moment was missing just one thing:

the confidence and bravery of an actual Michael Pollan.A winding, narrow road and deep

ditches on either side brought my attention back to the present. The trees were still bare.

Rolling farmland was dotted with rumpled old barns surrounded by emerald green grass and

occasional exposed earth the color of brownie batter. Every few miles I saw fresh, boxy

McMansions creeping over the horizon like redcoats on the advance. Eugene had told me he

was still in Goshen only because a development referendum had stopped his landlord from

subdividing, “for now.”Following Eugene’s instructions, I pulled into a farm at the top of a hill

and parked next to another car. There were no sheep in sight. Not until I was about ten yards

from a low cinder-block building with vines climbing through its cracked casement windows did

I begin to hear signs of life. A person’s voice, then the humming of electric shears, the quiet

bleat of a sheep, a woman’s voice singing. Dolly Parton.As my eyes adjusted to the darkness

inside, Eugene spotted me and came over.“I’m ready for my close-up!” he said in an

exaggerated southern falsetto.He’d worn his best overalls just for my visit, he said. His hands



were bare, and on his head was a faded purple knitted hat. So far so good.An iPod was

connected to portable speakers balanced on a low wall. A faded floral tablecloth covered a

shelf under a nearby window. On it, a vase of tulips glowed in a ray of sunlight, while old china

plates held cookies, brownies, and raspberry bars.“You’re just in time,” Eugene said, and began

walking me through what was happening.They were borrowing the landlord’s dairy barn for

shearing, he explained. Its space was better equipped to facilitate what needed to happen over

the next few days. Eugene’s barn and pasture were just over the next hill. “We’ll go there in a

while,” he said.To our far right, three shearers stood on makeshift plywood boards, their bodies

bent over sheep splayed in awkward but effective positions. Their hands moved quickly and

confidently, the metal blades working like snowplows to push thick white strips of fiber off the

sheep’s bodies.Shorn fleeces were being gathered off the plywood floor and carried to a large

slatted metal “skirting” table—a giant lazy Susan of sorts—where they were flung like pizza

dough into the air, landing fully open on the table, their sheep-shaped outline still intact.Three

helpers immediately swooped in and began plucking dirty and undesirable bits from around the

edges of the fleece, tossing them on the bare ground under the table. I could see no rhyme or

reason to their work. Masses of grass and hay were being left, dark ugly bits around the edges

stayed, too, while other areas were immediately—and with great intention—pulled and

tossed.“Would you like to have a turn?” Eugene asked, and they all stepped aside to make

room for me. Overwhelmed by a feeling of total ineptitude, I pulled out my camera and urged

them to keep working so I could document what they were doing. I’d never properly skirted a

fleece before, but they were looking at me as if I were the expert.As crucial as shearing is (and

it is critical to a sheep’s health), skirting and classing are even more critical if you hope to get

good money for your wool. Skirting is the process of removing inferior and contaminated fibers

that would lower the value of your wool. Classing takes things one step further, grouping “like”

wools with “like” wools so that you can sell the finest wool in your clip for a better price. A good

classer can gauge a fleece’s fineness by sight and touch to within a micron. A bad classer can

really mess things up.Eugene wasn’t selling his wool to someone else, so receiving top dollar

for his clip wasn’t really a concern. His flock had so little variability in fineness that all the

fleeces from his Saxon Merinos were being bundled together—so they didn’t need an

experienced classer on hand either.But they were still skirting. Eugene explained that the wool

on the belly, the head (or “top knot”), and the legs (“britches”) had already been left behind on

the shearing board. “They’re dirty,” he said. “Not uniform.”Any kind of contamination—be it

excess vegetable matter or urine-stained locks or even strands of polypropylene from a stray

gate tie—will cause a yarn to spin poorly and lower the overall yield of that year’s wool clip.

“Yield” was another big thing for Eugene. Yield represents the amount of clean wool left after

the raw wool has been scoured and all the dirt and grease removed. The higher the yield, the

more usable wool you get from each sheep, the more potentially profitable your operation.

American Delaine Merino sheep (the most common breed of Merino in the United States) tend

to grow greasier wool, bringing their yield down to an average of 50 percent, sometimes less.

Eugene’s flock regularly yielded 65 percent, occasionally higher. This was another indication

that his attempts to breed to true Saxon Merino standards were paying off.Back at the skirting

table, shorter nubbins fell like confetti through the open slats and onto the ground below, where

they’d later be raked up and used for garden compost. Those were second cuts, from areas

where the shearer had run over the same spot twice. You remove those for much the same

reason you check your pockets for Kleenex before doing laundry: They’ll clump together during

processing and leave behind little tufts of fluff in your yarn, ultimately making the fabric pill

more quickly.Tidied fleeces were then gathered and stuffed into a tall, clear plastic bag—“I get



them from Mid-States Wool,” Eugene said, “four bucks apiece”—until even the tallest person

standing on an upturned milk crate couldn’t fit any more inside. It took two people to wrestle the

bag to a far wall, where several others already stood, full from a busy morning.While five

hundred sheep seemed huge to me, it was tiny compared with the bigger sheep operators out

west, whose flocks number in the thousands and, in a few cases, the tens of thousands. I say

“operators,” but they’re really family-run ranches where the sheep are given abundant range to

run. Where wool is concerned, there is no such thing as factory farming.At shearing time, those

bigger folks use hydraulic presses to jam their wool into five-hundred-pound square packs,

Eugene explained. The square ones fit better in overseas shipping containers. But smaller farm

flocks like his use these “sausage” packs or ones made from burlap. They hold a more

manageable one to two hundred pounds of fleece, but their awkward shape makes them

harder to transport in efficient loads.Later that week Eugene would rent a twenty-four-foot truck

and drive the unwieldy bags of wool to the defunct Bollman Hat Company scouring plant in

Adamstown, Pennsylvania, where they would join other bags from other farms on a bigger

truck to Bollman’s new facility in Texas. There, his fibers would be scoured, baled up, and

shipped to the Green Mountain Spinnery in Vermont, where they’d be spun into yarn before

being returned to the farm, the cycle complete.I glanced to my left and did a double take:

Hundreds of curious eyes stared back at me. The sheep had been brought into the barn the

day before and were standing in clusters, patiently waiting their turn. They hadn’t had food or

water for a day, but nobody appeared to be complaining. “It just makes them a little more willing

to cooperate,” Eugene explained. “It also empties them out so they don’t shit on the shearing

floor.”A makeshift metal wire fence kept them from having the run of the barn, while another

line of fence blocked off the back door, preventing them from escaping. These were the ewes,

Eugene explained—a whole barn full of pregnant ladies who’d be delivering their lambs in just

a few weeks. They were the easiest. The feisty rams came last.In North America, most sheep

are shorn in spring, ideally three to four weeks before the ewes start to lamb. You shear before

lambing for much the same reason you’d mow turf before a golf tournament—to make it easier

for lambs to find the teat and, with it, the vital antibodies from the ewe’s colostrum that builds

their own immune system. You’re also eliminating any chance of those lambs accidentally

nursing on manure-laden wool, which they can do, and which can kill them.As with humans,

the hormonal surge ewes experience at lambing produces a weak spot in their fleece. By

timing shearing so that this weak spot occurs near the outer edge of the fiber and not smack-

dab in the center, a shepherd can produce stronger, i.e., more valuable, wool. When the weak

spot falls in the middle, those fibers will likely break in half during processing, leading to shorter

fibers in a fabric that will pill more quickly. Shearing now will also keep sheep more comfortable

during the hot summer months, while giving Eugene plenty of time to vaccinate the pregnant

ewes so that they’ll be able to provide those antibodies to their lambs.Despite the speed and

simplicity of this annual ritual, some continue to publicly question whether shearing is harmful

to sheep. Some of those people (I’m looking at you, PETA) have gone so far as to urge us not

to wear wool at all—the argument being that sheep need their coats more than we do, and that

petrochemical-based fibers are somehow kinder. In actual fact, all wool-growing sheep need to

be shorn at least once a year. Since their genetic trait to shed has been lost over thousands of

years of cohabitation with us, it falls upon us, their responsible human companions, to remove

their fleece for them. If we don’t, their health and hygiene are quickly imperiled.The longer a

sheep goes unshorn, the greater its risk of “casting,” or losing its balance and tipping onto its

back. Unlike beetles, sheep lack the ability to right themselves once this happens. Eventually

the gases in the sheep’s rumen build up and press against the diaphragm, causing the sheep



to slowly suffocate.Worse yet is the increased risk of flystrike. (You might want to skip ahead if

you’re squeamish.) In sheep, the built-up urine and feces around the back area, or “breech,”

can be particularly attractive to parasitic flies. The flies lay eggs on the soiled wool, and when

the maggots hatch, they bury themselves deep into the dark, warm folds of the sheep’s skin

and start feasting on flesh. While sheep with more wrinkles in their skin can be particularly

vulnerable, all sheep are at risk—especially if they are not shorn annually.In Australia, where

acute flystrike is particularly common, a prevention technique was developed in the 1930s by a

shearer named John Mules. Called “mulesing,” the procedure involves surgically removing

excess skin around a lamb’s breech. While this “butt-lift” helps prevent flystrike, it is usually

performed without anesthetics, which has raised concerns among animal-rights groups.Today

mulesing is practiced only in Australia and only by some producers. Others have successfully

implemented humane prevention techniques and can offer non-mulesed Australian wool. Still,

the bad press on mulesing led many to conclude that any purchase of wool, no matter where

it’s from or how the sheep were raised, is a vote for cruelty. If you could see what was

happening in Goshen, you’d know this is simply not true.All of the Saxon Merino sheep in

Eugene’s flock are direct descendants of five prize-winning Saxon Merino studs he flew to the

United States from Australia in 1990, just a few years after Australia lifted its ban on their

exportation. Their bloodlines had reached Australia from what is now Germany, where they’d

been a gift to Prince Xavier the Elector of Saxony from his cousin Charles III of Spain. If Merino

is to wool what gold is to precious metals, Saxon Merino is among the purest and most highly

valued variants.At shearing time, weather is always the biggest concern. A freak ice storm the

day after shearing can be devastating to the flock, just as snow or rain can be to the wool

during the days before. You don’t want to remove a sheep’s insulation right before an extreme

weather event; nor do you want to shear a wet sheep, as the wool will rot very quickly once it’s

bagged.Fortunately, the weather was in our favor: dry and cold the whole week. The high was

in the mid-thirties. The sun was warm and bright, although it was much, much colder in the

shade. I’d been warned to wear warm clothes. Unsure how dirty the whole shearing experience

would be at his farm, I’d bought a cheap puffy purple jacket that looked ridiculous and made

me feel instantly out of place. We kept going back into Eugene’s truck to talk. It had no naked-

lady mudflaps, though it did have leopard-print seat covers—but they were covered with

sheepskins and coffee stains.“My hands can’t handle the cold too much,” he admitted. “But I’m

eating this cookie”—he waved it at me—“so I can take an Aleve for my knees.”Back in the barn,

cluster by cluster, the ewes were being moved into increasingly smaller pens, each separated

by more flexible metal fencing. By the time they reached the shearing area, they were squished

together and easy to maneuver. Flock animals by nature, sheep actually feel safer in such

close proximity. They made very little noise at all.Two of the youngest helpers had been tasked

with directing each one-hundred-pound expectant ewe from the pen to the shearer. A tall,

skinny boy had been recruited from a neighboring farm, ostensibly for his strength, but the

most skilled sheep catcher was Rebecca, a college-bound woman who happened to be an ace

hockey player. Her mother, Kris, was working the skirting table, too. She told me she was there

purely for the pleasure of touching wool and being around the animals. Later, Eugene told me

Kris never takes money from him, although on rare occasions she will accept a skein of yarn or

two as payment.One by one, the sheep were moved to the next available shearer, who stood in

special moccasins on the makeshift plywood floor, electric shears in hand. (They need to be

aware of the position of their feet at all times, and the moccasins help them do just that.)The

act of shearing itself takes just a few minutes from start to finish. A champion shearer can do it

in a little over two minutes. Most shearing crews are paid per head, giving the larger operations



more motivation to go fast. Here, with a finite number of sheep, smaller crew, and set schedule,

they were able to be gentler with the animals and steadier with their cuts. It’s a tricky balance.

You want to get off as much wool as possible, cutting close to the skin without any nicks on the

first try. But you also want to leave a fine layer of wool to keep the sheep warm while more

grows back. Return for a second cut and you add short, useless fluff to the fleece. Leave a trail

of bloodied flesh and your days as a shearer will be numbered. In the wool world, reputation is

everything.Proper shearing involves a series of set positions for the shearer and the sheep,

with stances and swooping maneuvers all designed to get maximum fiber off with minimal

effort or stress (to the shearer or the animal). Part of this involves plunking the sheep on its

butt, like a cat upright on its haunches, legs splayed. In the right hands, a sheep soon enters a

trancelike state of submission. You almost have to wake it up when you’re done. I felt myself

going into a trance just watching.
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SpinningKat, “Hanging on by a thread. The book describes a journey into an understanding of

what has happened to wool in America...it's growth on farms to how it becomes yarn and a

peak into the farms, mills and dye houses that limp along today. Limping is the key word.

American consumers became enamored with the convenience of synthetics since WWII and

wool use dropped. Couple that with globalization and the horrific deal of NAFTA which chased

manufacturing overseas and wool and wool yarn and clothing production is a whisper of its

former self. So now we are beginning to see the error of our ways. Clara shines a light on wool

warriors who struggle and fight to keep the precious wool industry alive, albeit on fumes. This

book is for all lovers of yarn to gain an understanding of the state of yarn production and gain a

new perspective of appreciation for that skein in your hands. I for one have a slightly different

vantage point on the wool journey. I have worn many of the hats of wool production on my

single head. I have been a shepherd farmer, a yarn designer, pattern designer, yarn shop

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/LVVYv/Vanishing-Fleece-Adventures-in-American-Wool


owner sock producer (from yarn I have grown designed and dyed) owner and operator and

chief dyer of a line of wholesale hand dyed yarn . (Some of the yarn I dyed I sourced from one

of the mills written about in this book.) I had learned the hard lessons taught in this book. I

hope folks will read it and be emboldened to support the American wool industry any way they

can. Wool is an essential part of our heritage as a nation and also our heritage as human

beings.”

Kathryn Dane, “Frequently wanted to join the conversation. Absolutely no one speaks “wool” as

fluently or as captivatingly as Clara Parker. Clara’s blog, “Knitter’s Review” and her books about

yarn and knitting have been must-read literature in my life for many years. Vanishing Fleece

describes both the processes needed to get wool from sheep to market in the United States in

a constantly changing manufacturing landscape and the genuine dedication of mill owners,

sheep producers and dyers. We are now beginning to realize the impacts of loss of

manufacturing businesses in the U.S. as well as impact of tariffs on the cost of textiles in our

country. For the wool-savvy reader, this book is not to be missed. For other readers, you will

find this book hard to put down — and how many nonfiction books can you say that about?”

Amzn custmer since 1999, “Great read, well worth the wait (pre-ordered b/4 publish date).

Wish we had known about the "Great White Bale" project at its beginning... I would have opted

for "Explorer". Alas, we found out too late, but still get to enjoy the yarn as it unravels. If you

are a yarn or fiber person of any kind, you will love this book. If you are a crafter, or 'back to

the earth' person, you will love this book. If you are into books about women who step outside

of the norm and take on a challenge, you will love this book. If you are a fan of Clara Parks,

you will love this book.  (sensing a pattern here?)”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Wonderful. Absolutely love Clara Parks conversational tone of writing. If

you have any interest in the Fiber Arts you will like this one.”

Wailliewaillie, “Compulsive reading. This book is a true case of an author taking their readers

along on a journey, in this case through the US wool processing industry. Without hyperbole,

absolutely unpardonable.”

loa, “Interesting. An interesting read about the different mills and ways of dying processes. A

unique idea of buying the bale. What it did bring clear is the need to look to where the yarn we

use is grown and manufactured. I hope to start trying to buy my yarns from those

manufactured or at least grown in the USA and Canada.”

The book by Clara Parkes has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 271 people have provided feedback.
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